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ABSTRACT

A CDMA-based mobile Ad Hoc networks face two main de-
sign challenges. One is to periodically update connectivity in-
formation, namely, neighboring nodes and the codes used by
neighboring nodes. The other is to guarantee that there is no
code collision in two hops’ distance. This paper proposes anen-
hanced time-spread broadcasting schedule for connectivity infor-
mation update. Based on the connectivity information, a code
assignment and potential code collision resolution schemeto
solve hidden/exposed nodes problem is proposed. Simulation re-
sults demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed
schemes.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Most recent radio access schemes for Ad Hoc networks use mul-
tiple channel approaches for more efficient radio resource utiliza-
tion[1][2]. CDMA is a promising multiple channel radio tech-
nique where a channel is defined by the use of a determined
pseudo-random sequence. The basic idea of CDMA-based multi-
channel MAC design[3] is that the nodes within two hops’ dis-
tance should adopt different codes, so that the code collision
can be avoided. To do that, each node is required to periodi-
cally broadcast its code on a common code channel so that the
neighboring nodes can have the information of what code is be-
ing used. Periodical broadcasting is also important for updating
distributed databases, routing tables, etc.. As the wireless channel
is inherently a broadcasting medium, it is important to haveeffi-
cient algorithms for broadcasting schedule in order to avoid colli-
sions. Aloha-based totally random algorithms can resolve recep-
tion conflict by random backoff, but they do not provide a delay
bound. Time-Spread Multiple-Access (TSMA)-based algorithms
schedule transmissions in deterministic time slots for a static or
centralized network [4][5]. However, algorithms proposedin [4]
depend critically on network topology and cannot efficiently sup-
port a highly mobile environment while schemes presented in[5]
need the knowledge of the exact network size, which is practi-
cally a varying parameter. Additionally, all these broadcasting
algorithms assume data collision resolution by retransmissions,
and to our knowledge, there is no discussion on node identityand
code assignment broadcasting in CDMA-based mobile Ad Hoc
networks, neither is any consideration on code collision resolu-
tion. Code collision has the risk of hidden/exposed nodes prob-
lem, which results in either reception collision or reception error
in transmitter-based or receiver-based data exchanges. Therefore,
it is critical to detect and resolve the potential code collision im-
mediately after each connectivity update.

An enhanced time-spread broadcasting scheme which takes ad-
vantage of deterministic time slot allocation and random time-
spread properties to achieve high probability of successful broad-
casting is proposed in this paper. In periodic broadcasting, the

transmission order of each node is determined based on the pre-
assigned code channel together with a random time-spread to
greatly decrease probability of collisions. The second contribu-
tion of the paper is a distributed code assignment and potential
code collision resolution scheme. Whenever a code collision is
detected due to node mobility, the proposed collision resolution
scheme resolves the hidden and exposed nodes problem. In this
way, each node maintains a table with the updated neighboring
nodes information and uses this table for data scheduling and
transmission on dedicated code channels. The data scheduling
and transmission is out of the scope of this paper and the inter-
ested reader is refered to [6][7][8].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model, followed by the proposed enhanced
time-spread broadcasting scheme in Section III. Section IVdis-
cusses in detail the distributed code assignment and potential
code collision resolution schemes. Simulation results that vali-
date the proposed algorithms are given in Section VI, followed
by conclusion remarks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The considered network works on a single frequency band. We
assume a symmetric connection between nodes, which means
that if nodei can hear nodej, then nodej can hear nodei as well.
The code channels are divided into two groups. The common
code channel is used by all nodes for broadcasting; the dedicated
code channels are assigned to each node. The dedicated channel
has two functions: one is to assist broadcasting scheduling, and
the second one is for dedicated data communications. Each node
is equipped with a half-duplex receiver so that it cannot transmit
and receive at the same time, which is denoted as first class colli-
sion. Since broadcasting is executed on common code channel, if
two or more transmissions arrive at a node simultaneously, then
all the transmissions are destroyed, which is denoted as second
class collision. When a node is broadcasting a message, for suc-
cessful reception by all its neighbors, all the first hop neighbors
are not allowed to transmit to avoid first class collision, and at the
same time, all the neighbors of the first hop neighbors are notal-
lowed to transmit to avoid second class collision. From the above
constraint, it is observed that two nodes can broadcast at the same
time without conflicts if and only if they are more than two hops
away from each other.

All the nodes are synchronized at packet level. The transmission
time is divided into periodic connectivity update phase andcode
assignment and collision resolution phase. In connectivity update
phase, each node broadcasts its identity and code information to
notify physical existence and to assist with hidden/exposed nodes
avoidance. The new coming node is assigned a code channel and
the potential code collision is resolved in the following code as-
signment and collision resolution phase.
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III. E NHANCED TIME -SPREADBROADCASTING

If we arrange the broadcasting in one slot in connectivity update
phase, severe first class and second class collisions will happen.
To avoid those collisions, simultaneous broadcasting nodes must
be located at least two hops away from each other. Since the ba-
sic idea of multicode CDMA-based MAC design is that nodes
within two hops’ distance adopt different code channels forcolli-
sion avoidance, we can schedule broadcasting by using the code
channel information.

In an Ad Hoc network with average node degree (the number
of first hop neighboring nodes that are identified by a node) of
D, to satisfy the constraint that nodes within two hops’ distance
should be allocated with different codes, we assume thatM num-
ber of codes are required. The detailed implementation of code
assignment will be discussed in the following section. Logically,
we can associate each pseudorandom code with a number. For
instance,M number of codes can be indexed to code channel
1, 2, 3, · · · , M , respectively. For a node with code channel index
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , all the other nodes with the same code channel
index i are located more than two hops away. Therefore, if we
time-spread one broadcasting slot intoM slots and arrange the
broadcasting in the increasing order of code channel index,the
two classes of collision can be effectively avoided. This isre-
ferred to as code-based time-spread in the following discussion.
Fig. 1 demonstrates a simple network topology and the broadcast-
ing order of a6, N1, N2,· · · , N6, nodes network. The connections
between nodes mean that they are neighbors to each other, andthe
number above each node is code channel index. For the shown
network topology, the node degreeD = 2. With the code as-
signment of1 to nodes N1 and N4, code2 to nodes N2 and N5,
and code3 to nodes N3 and N6, we can achieve exclusive code
assignment within two hops’ distance. As shown in Fig. 1, if the
broadcasting order is set such that nodes with codei broadcasts
in time slot starting fromT + (i − 1)Tx, whereT is the start-
ing point of a connectivity update phase;Tx is the broadcasting
slot duration which is determined by the transmission delayand
propagation delay, then each broadcasting can be successfully re-
ceived by all the neighboring nodes.

N1 N2 N3 N5 N6N4

1 32132

T T+Tx T+2Tx

N2,N5 N3,N6

T+3Tx

N1,N4

i=1 i=2 i=3

Fig. 1. Broadcasting order for static networks

Though the demonstrated broadcasting schedule is optimal for
a static network topology, it is far from optimal when network
topology changes with node mobility. When two or more nodes
with the same assigned code move into the neighborhood, the
constraint of no code assignment duplication in two hops’ dis-
tance is broken and code collision happens. With the code-based
time-spread broadcasting schedule, broadcasting collision hap-
pens when the colliding nodes (nodes within two hops’ distance
and having the same code) broadcast in the same time slot. To
further alleviate broadcasting collision caused by node mobility,
we modify the above code-based time-spread broadcasting with
a second random time-spread. In specific, given a random time-
spread window sizeL, each broadcasting slot is further expanded

into L slots. In this way, a node with code channel indexi broad-
casts in time slot starting fromT + (i − 1)LTx + (k − 1)Tx,
wherek is an integer generated at each node and uniformly dis-
tributed in[1, L]. The introduction of a random time-spread fac-
tor k makes it possible that broadcasting collision from collid-
ing nodes can be effectively alleviated, if not eliminated.After
code-based time-spread and random time-spread, the original one
broadcasting slot is expanded intoM × L slots, whereM and
L are two design parameters. Fig. 2 demonstrates the modified
broadcasting schedule when network topology changes. Assume
the random time-spread window size,L, is set to2. When node
N6 moves into the neighborhood of node N4, nodes N3 and N6
form a pair of hidden nodes with the same assigned code3. At
the beginning of connectivity update phase, each node generates
a random integerk which is uniformly distributed in[1, 2]. Then
with 50% probability, nodes N3 and N6 may broadcast in differ-
ent time slot and the reception collision at node N4 is avoided.
Because nodes N1 and N4 are still outside of two hops’ distance
from each other, they can always achieve successful broadcasting
whenever they transmit in the same time slot or in different time
slots, and the same for nodes N2 and N5.

N1 N2 N3 N5N4

1 2132

N1 N4 N2N5 N3 N6

T

N6

3

N6

3

Trajectory

K=1 K=2 K=1 K=2 K=1 K=2
i = 1 i = 2 i = 3

T+2Tx T+4Tx T+6Tx

Fig. 2. Broadcasting order for mobile networks

As the time-spread broadcasting expands the time interval for
connectivity update phase, one objective is to minimize the
broadcasting interval with satisfaction of the broadcasting col-
lision probability requirement. There are two time-spreads, one
is based on the number of codes required,M , to achieve dif-
ferent code assignment in two hops’ distance, and the other is a
random time-spread with window sizeL to alleviate broadcast-
ing collision caused by node movement. It is noted thatM and
L are a pair of design parameters that need to be optimized to
achieve minimum length broadcasting schedule. A large value
of M enlarges the first time-spread, but implies a small code
collision probability in neighborhood so that a smaller random
time-spread window size can be used; on the other hand, a small
number of codes results in higher code collision probability, and
will require a much larger random time-spread window size to
achieve the same broadcasting collision probability. To minimize
broadcasting length, the problem can be formulated as:

Min. M × L

st. Pbc,

wherePbc is the broadcasting collision probability requirement.

IV. D ISTRIBUTED CODE ASSIGNMENT AND COLLISION

RESOLUTION

A proper code channel assignment assists broadcasting schedul-
ing. With successful reception of the periodical broadcasting
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message on common channel, a new incoming node can select
an available code and the potential code collision can be detected
and resolved.

A. Code Assignment

We propose a distributed code assignment scheme that assumes
knowledge from one hop neighboring nodes only. It is noted that
a node’s one hop neighboring nodes are at most two hops’ away
from each other. In the following discussion, when we refer to
a node’s one hop neighboring nodes, they are inherently within
two hops’ distance. To do code assignment, each node maintains
two lists. One is the neighboring node list which includes the
neighboring nodes and the codes being assigned to them. The
other is the available code channel list which lists the codes that
are not being used by any of its neighboring nodes and can be
assigned to a new comer in this node’s neighborhood. Let

A ≡ {total code channels available} ,

B ≡ {code channels used by neighboring nodes} ,

C ≡ {available code channels} ,

then,A = B ∪ C. Here, a node is treated to be a neighbor of
itself.

Each node broadcasts a NOTICE message to update connectivity
information, to identify the neighboring nodes and to exchange
the available code channel information. A NOTICE message is
formatted as shown in Fig. 3:

Node ID Code channel Available code channel list

Fig. 3. NOTICE format

• Node ID: node identity
• Code channel: preassigned dedicated code to this node
• Available code channel list: a set of codes that are not used in
the neighborhood of this node

When a new node comes within the transmission range of an ex-
isting node, it will follow these steps to get admission:

1. Receive NOTICE messages from neighboring nodes;
2. Based on the neighboring node list and the available code list,
select a dedicated code channel, and send out a NOTICE message
with the code selection after a random backoff;

Then the neighboring nodes update their neighboring node list
and available code channel list with the received NOTICE mes-
sage.

It is seen that for a node to select a code channel, only knowl-
edge from its first hop neighboring nodes is required. Assume
around this node, there areN first hop neighboring nodes with
their available code channel list as:

Ci = available code channel list of neighboring nodei,

i = 1, 2,..., N

A code channel fromC1 ∩ ...Ci ∩ ... ∩ CN is selected and as-
signed. A node fails to get a code channel cannot be identifiedby
its neighboring nodes though it physically exists, which causes
node blocking. When no NOTICE message is detected during
connectivity update phase, a node is assumed to move out of the

neighborhood, and the code channel will be available for poten-
tial new comers. It is noted that only neighboring nodes within
two hops’ distance are taken into account in code channel assign-
ment, and the same code channel can be reused outside two hops’
distance without affecting each other. Therefore, the total num-
ber of code channels needed to identify all the neighboring nodes
is irrespective of the network size, but constrained by the node
degree,D, namely, network density.

B. Code collision Resolution

Node mobility has the risk of potential code collision, which can
cause reception collision in both broadcasting and data transmis-
sion phases due to hidden or exposed nodes problem. The re-
ception collision in broadcasting phase is alleviated withtime-
spreading as discussed in the previous section. To resolve the
reception collision in data transmission phase, a code collision
resolution scheme is proposed in this section.

N5 N3c1

c1 c1

c1 c1

Exposed nodes Hidden nodes

collision

N4

N6 N1N2

Fig. 4. Hidden/Exposed nodes

Fig. 4 illustrates the hidden and exposed nodes problem in Ad
Hoc networks where only two nodes are considered to be ei-
ther hidden or exposed. In practice, hidden and exposed nodes
problem can happen among more than two nodes. As shown in
Fig. 4, in periodic connectivity update process, a hidden nodes
problem is detected when N2 notices that in its neighboring node
list, two neighboring nodes, N1 and N3, are using the same code
c1. An exposed nodes problem can be detected when N3(N5)
finds that N5(N3) is using the same code c1 as itself. To deter-
mine which neighboring node, either N1 or N3 in hidden nodes
problem, or N3 or N5 in exposed nodes problem, should be re-
allocated a code channel, an easy way is to randomly select a
node to do code channel reallocation. However, there is possibil-
ity that a code reassignment fails due to lack of available codes,
which causes the node to be disconnected from the network tem-
porarily. Therefore, a more reasonable method to achieve low
node blocking probability is proposed. As a node selects a code
which is in the available code channel list of all its neighboring
nodes, colliding nodes with smaller node degree are expected to
have high chance for successful reassignment and should be re-
quired to do code reselection. We refer to this selection criterion
as node degree-based code reassignment selection. Therefore,
the node with the maximum node degree keeps the code and the
remaining colliding nodes reselect an available code. If there is
reselection collision, the node with the second maximum node
degree keeps the code and the others reselect again till eachcol-
liding node has a unique code. It is noted that a node with small
node degree has large available code channel list which is carried
in NOTICE message. So, there is no more information exchange
needed. The process to reselect a code channel is the same as
when a node joins the system for the first time. Node blocking
happens when the reselection turns out to be a failure.

Before we discuss in detail the proposed code collision resolu-
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tion protocol, we first define a control node and three control
messages. A control node, defined as a node who directs code
reassignment, is chosen in the following way. If there are collid-
ing nodes in a node’s neighborhood, including the case that this
node itself is a colliding node, this node serves as a controlnode;
if there are only colliding nodes in one hop’s distance, the node
with higher node degree serves as the control node. Fig. 5 shows
the control node selection in these two cases. In case (a), when
N1 detects that N2, N4 and itself are using the same code c1, it
determines to be a control node. While in case (b), N1 and N2
are one hop away, and N2 has higher node degree. So N2 will act
as a control node to direct collision resolution.

N1
N2

N4
N5

N3

c1

c1

c1

c2
c3

Control node

(a) (b)

N1
N2

N4
N5

N3

c1

c4

c1

c2

c3

Control node

Fig. 5. Control node selection

Three control messages, CR, RR and ACK, used in collision res-
olution protocol are defined as follows.

1. CR message: Code Reassignment request. CR message is
multicast from the control node to all the colliding nodes that
need to do code reassignment.

Node ID1 Node ID2 Available code channel set…...

Fig. 6. CR format

2. RR message: Reassignment Result. RR message is sent back
from colliding node to control node to report the code reassign-
ment result.

Node ID Code channel

Fig. 7. RR format

3. ACK message: ACKnowledgement. ACK message is multi-
cast from control node to resolve reception collision.

Node ID1 Node ID2 …...

Fig. 8. ACK format

• Node ID: colliding node identity

Fig. 9 shows an example of code collision resolution where there
are three colliding nodes,N1, N2 andN3, with node degree of
1, 2 and3, respectively. Here, we assume that N3 acts as a control
node. Based on the proposed code assignment criterion, N3 has
the maximum node degree among the colliding nodes and keeps
the code. N3 sends out a CR message for N1 and N2 to rese-
lect available codes. After reassignment, N1 and N2 send outa
RR message informing the newly assigned code after a random
backoff to alleviate potential reception collision, and then start
a counter to wait for ACK message. On reception of RR mes-
sage, each neighboring node updates its neighboring node list

N1

N2

N3
CR

RR

CR

RR

N1

N2

N3
CR

(a) reassignment collision

(b) RR message reception collision

ACK ACK

RR

RR

ACK waiting interval

RR

RB

RB

RR

ACKRR collision

RB

RB ACK waiting interval RB ACK waiting interval

ACK waiting interval

ACK waiting interval

RB

RB

ACK waiting interval

ACK waiting interval

RB: Random Backoff

c1 c1

c1

c2

c2 c2c1

RB RB

RB

RR

Fig. 9. Code collision resolution protocol

and the available code channel list accordingly. If the collision
is not completely resolved because two or more nodes select the
same code again as shown in case (a), another CR message will
send out to the node with smaller node degree, here N1. The
attached available code channel list informs N1 of the updated
code assignment. The counter is reset at the reception of CR
message and N1 executes code reassignment for the second time.
The introduction of a counter is to guarantee that RR message
is successfully received. As shown in case (b) in Fig. 9, when
RR messages from N1 and N2 arrive at N3 simultaneously, both
RR messages are destroyed. Before the counter expires, neither
an ACK message for successful reassignment, nor CR message
for code reassignment is received at N1 and N2, and a reception
collision is detected. In this case, N1 and N2 set another random
backoff and send out RR message again.

To cope with the reception collision at nodes which are askedto
do code reassignment by more than one control nodes, random
backoff can be applied before each CR message. If we ignore the
signal processing delay, the time needed for collision resolution
is:

Tcr = (TCR + +2TRB + TRR + TACK) × n

+ (TRB + TRR + Tcount.) × m,

whereTCR, TRR andTACK are the message transmission and
propagation delay, andTRB is the random backoff window size.
n is the number of code reselections. In worst case,n is equal to
the number of colliding nodes.Tcount. is the ACK waiting inter-
val, andm is the number of reception collisions. In practical Ad
Hoc networks, a small collision resolution length is preferred as
periodical connectivity update cycle interrupts regular data trans-
mission. The number of collision resolution rounds,n in Fig. 9
case (a) andm in Fig. 9 case (b) is chosen to satisfy the node
blocking probability requirement,Pb, which is formulated as:

Min. collision resoluction length

st. Pb.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Consider an Ad Hoc network where nodes are randomly dis-
tributed. A mobility model mimicing the human and vehicle
movement [9] is applied. The average node degree is16. We
assume a reliable wireless communication and a free space prop-
agation mode so that the signal attenuation is caused exclusively
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by transmission distance. Each node has the maximum transmis-
sion power of7w. The minimum required received power to iden-
tify a neighbor is set to10−6w. To promptly update connectivity
information for neighboring nodes identification, the connectivity
update, code assignment and potential code collision resolution
process is executed in every10ms.

To show the performance improvement of the proposed time-
spread broadcasting schedule, Fig. 10 compares the broadcast-
ing collision probability with the proposed time-spread scheme
and a totally random broadcasting scheme. Here, the mobile
speed limit is set to120km/h. The total number of codes is
set to50, which guarantees that the node blocking probability
is small enough and each physically existing node can be identi-
fied with a unique code. The random time-spread window size,
L varies from1 to 10. Therefore, the broadcasting length varies
from 50 slots to500 slots. For the totally random scheme, each
node broadcasts in a time slot uniformly distributed in1 and the
broadcasting length. It is shown that with the same broadcast-
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Fig. 10. Broadcasting collision probability comparisons

ing length, the proposed time-spread scheme can significantly
decrease broadcasting collision probability compared to the to-
tally random scheme. This is because in time-spread broadcast-
ing schedule, the unique code assignment within two hops dis-
tance helps avoid broadcasting collisions, and the only reason for
broadcasting collision comes from code collisions due to node
mobility. While for a totally random broadcasting scheme, both
the first and the second class collisions cause severe broadcast-
ing collisions. Fig. 10 verifies that the time-spread broadcasting
schedule is efficient in collision alleviation.

Fig. 11 demonstrates the effectiveness of the random time-spread
in broadcasting collision alleviation. The speed limit is set to
60km/h, 120km/h and200km/h, respectively. It is seen that as
the mobile speed increases, nodes with the same code are more
likely to come into neighborhood and cause higher broadcasting
collision probability. As the random time-spread window size,L,
increases, the broadcasting collision probability decreases signif-
icantly. Compared to the totally deterministic code-basedtime-
spread broadcasting whereL = 1, broadcasting collision proba-
bility can be decreased by approximately50% whenL is set to
2. As shown in Fig. 11, the broadcasting collision probability
curves can be closely matched by exponentially decreasing func-
tions. This verifies that the introduction of random time-spread is
an efficient way to alleviate collisions.
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Fig. 11. Broadcasting collision probability vs. random time-spread window size

Fig. 12 shows the broadcasting collision probability with differ-
ent number of codes,M , and different random time-spread win-
dow size,L. The mobile speed limit is fixed at120km/h. Besides
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Fig. 12. Broadcasting collision probability vs. broadcasting length

the fact that the broadcasting collision probability decreases ex-
ponentially withL, it also decreases linearly with the number of
codes. The preferred selection ofM andL should minimize the
broadcasting length,M × L, and at the same time guarantee the
broadcasting collision probabilityPbc. Based on Fig. 12, a min-
imum broadcasting length of280 slots with combination of70
codes and the random time-spread window size of4 is required
to guarantee broadcasting collision probability of0.002.

To demonstrate the proposed code assignment and potential code
collision resolution scheme, we assume a broadcasting collision
free environment. As a well designed random backoff can expo-
nentially decrease reception collisions of CR and RR messages,
Fig. 13 focuses on the node blocking probability caused either
by unsolved code collision or lack of codes. Comparisons are
made between code reassignment with random node selection
and with the proposed node degree-based selection. It showsthat
the node blocking probability decreases with the increasing num-
ber of code channels. This is because with the increasing num-
ber of code channels, the number of identified nodes increases
which increase the network density. And a dense network can
improve the code channel reuse efficiency. As expected, Fig.13
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shows that node degree-based code reassignment can outperform
random-based code reassignment with a smaller node blocking
probability. This figure also shows that one round of code reas-
signment is enough to resolve the potential code collision and the
node blocking is mainly caused by lack of code channels. There-
fore, for the simulated network, the time consumption for code
collision resolution is kept minimal.
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Fig. 13. Node blocking probability

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed an enhanced time-spread broadcasting schedule
for code assignment and the potential code collision resolution
scheme in mobile Ad Hoc networks. By combining determinis-
tic time slot allocation and random time-spread in broadcasting
schedule, the broadcasting collision probability is shownto be
significantly reduced, which also guarantees high probability of
code collision detection. The potential code collision canbe re-
solved with the proposed node degree-based code reassignment.
The algorithms also minimize the time consumption and are sim-
ple to implement in practical systems.
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